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Abstract 
This paper and its successor(s) aim to derive a mathematical description of bond graphs in 
general and of their junction structures in particular. It also introduces bond graphs to 
mathematicians that have no previous knowledge of them. In this introductory paper, a defini- 
tion of bond graphs is given and the concept of acausal equivalence is introduced. Fifteen basic 
operations are defined and proved to be acausal equivalence operations. It is proved that these 
basic operations form a complete set, in the sense that, if two bond graphs are acausally 
equivalent, then each can be converted into the other by a sequence of these operations and 
their inverses. In the course of the proof it is shown that every bond graph is acausally 
equivalent to one in a standard form. These standard bond graphs are used to demonstrate 
various mathematical properties of bond graphs, and to derive a new procedure for testing 
whether or not a given set of input variables uniquely determines the corresponding set of 
output variables. This should be of interest to mathematicians and engineers alike. 
0. General introduction 
Bond graphs were introduced by Paynter [13] in 1961 as a notation for represent- 
ing the distribution of power through a physical system. All the important features 
were developed by 1970 [ll]. And bond graphs have since been used extensively (one 
recent bibliography [7] lists over 800 publications) to model a wide variety of 
engineering systems, including electrical, mechanical and thermodynamic systems, 
and mixed systems containing components of several different types. A good introduc- 
tion to how bond graphs are used can be found in [17, lo] or [20]. 
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The purpose of these papers is to develop a theory of bond graphs in mathematical 
language, and to introduce this theory to mathematicians in the hope of encouraging 
interest. The mathematical results that have been obtained so far are sporadic and 
sometimes wrong. For example, Birkett and Roe [S] state that “A pseudo-base 
colouring exists for any simple bond graph”. This would imply that every bipartite 
graph has a perfect matching. Perelson [lS] states that if a junction structure contains 
an even causal loop then its matrix is singular. Again this is wrong. A counterexample 
can be found in [l]. Thus, there is a theory to be developed. And it should be of 
interest to mathematicians since it relates to the engineering systems studied already, 
e.g. in [16]. It should also be of interest to engineers who use bond graphs. Although 
the lack of formal theory has probably not limited the use of bond graphs by 
engineers, they will appreciate the value of a rigorous approach. For example, Fig. 13 
shows a well known and useful equivalence. Our approach shows this to be a special 
case of a more general tree-loop equivalence, which can be used in testing whether 
a given set of input variables is independent. 
These papers are not about modelling, albeit (cf. [S]) their results will be useful to 
bond graph modellers. For an introduction to bond graph modelling see [lo] or [20]. 
We shall not discuss vector bond graphs or pseudo bond graphs, although we guess 
that our results could be extended to them. Like Birkett and Roe [2-51 we shall 
mainly be interested in bond graph junction structures. However, unlike them, we 
regard it as important to consider bond graphs with transformers, gyrators and 
power-directed bonds. 
A bond graph, then, consists of an underlying finite graph whose edges are called 
bonds, in which every vertex is called either internal or external. There are several 
different types of internal and external vertex, as we shall explain in the next section. 
A bond is called external if it is incident with at least one external vertex, and internal 
otherwise. Every bond has associated with it two, presumably real, variables, called its 
efort andflow, and also three directions, called its power direction, efSort direction and 
flow direction. The effort direction and flow direction of a bond are opposite to each 
other, and together are known as the causality of the bond. The causalities of all the 
bonds are collectively referred to as the causality of the bond graph. 
The power directions of the bonds are largely independent of each other, in the 
sense that if one takes a bond graph and reverses the power direction of a single bond, 
then (with one qualification, to be given later) one will obtain another bond graph. 
The causalities, in contrast, must satisfy rigid rules which we shall specify in Part II 
[12]. If one takes a bond graph and reverses the causality of a single bond, the result 
will not be a valid bond graph. We shall use the term acausal bond graph to describe an 
object that has all the structure of a bond graph except for causality; occasionally we 
shall drop the adjective “acausal” if it seems that no confusion will arise. Given 
an acausal bond graph, it may or may not be possible to assign causality to its bonds 
in accordance with the rules; and, if it is possible, the assignment may or may not 
be unique. This suggests a variety of interesting problems, which we shall consider 
in [12]. 
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As we shall explain in the next section, each internal vertex gives rise to a set of 
equations relating the variables (efforts and flows) associated with its incident bonds. 
These equations are determined by the type of the vertex and the power directions of the 
bonds; causality is not involved, as long as one regards the equations x = y and y = x as 
identical. However, it is useful in practice to regard one variable in each equation as the 
output and all the other variables as inputs, and to write the equation in the form 
output = function of inputs, 
and the usefulness of causality is that it provides a consistent rule for determining 
which variable in each equation should be regarded as the output. 
The variables associated with a bond are called internal or external according as the 
bond in question is an internal or an external bond. A major purpose of a bond graph 
in practice is to determine the equations that relate the external variables after all 
internal variables have been eliminated. We shall say that two bond graphs are 
acausally equivalent if there is a bijection (1: 1 correspondence) between their external 
bonds with the property that the two bond graphs determine “the same” equations 
relating their external variables. In the present paper we shall describe many opera- 
tions, some already known and some new, that, when applied to a bond graph B, 
result in a bond graph that is acausally equivalent to B. We shall designate 15 of these 
operations as basic equivalence operations, and we shall prove that all our other 
operations can be derived from these. We shall prove that our basic equivalence 
operations form a complete set, in the sense that if two bond graphs are acausally 
equivalent, then each can be obtained from the other by means of a sequence of basic 
operations and their inverses. We have not proved that our basic operations are 
independent ~ i.e. that none of them can be derived from the others - nor do we know 
whether there exists any smaller complete set of equivalence operations. These seem to 
us to be the most interesting unanswered questions concerning acausal equivalence. 
In Part II [12] we shall investigate the concepts of causality and singularity. An 
acausal bond graph is nonsingular if its external variables uniquely determine all its 
internal variables. A causal assignment is nonsingular if a certain associated matrix is 
nonsingular. One major result is that a bond graph is nonsingular if and only if it has 
a nonsingular causal assignment; another is that every bond graph has a nonsingular- 
induced subgraph that is acausally equivalent to it. These and many related results are 
proved in [12]. We hope later to produce a third paper investigating the realisability 
of bond graphs as electrical networks. 
In the main, we shall follow standard graph-theoretic terminology. Thus the degree 
of a vertex is the number of bonds (edges) incident with it, a circuit is a connected 
graph in which every vertex has degree 2, and a component of a graph is a maximal 
connected subgraph of it. However, we shall follow engineering terminology in using 
the term loop to denote a closed walk; and we shall use the engineering term self-loop 
to denote a bond that joins a vertex to itself, which is called a loop in graph theory. We 
shall introduce some new terminology, which is needed only to prove the results in 
these papers. 
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1. Acausal bond graphs 
In order to describe an acausal bond graph, one must specify (i) its underlying 
graph, (ii) the division of its vertices into internal and external vertices, (iii) the 
classification of its internal vertices into four different ypes (described below), and (iv) 
the power directions of all its bonds. It is also necessary to understand the equations 
that the different ypes of internal vertex impose on the variables associated with their 
adjacent bonds. 
It is useful mathematically to allow our definition to embrace a somewhat larger 
class of objects than is likely to be of practical use. In practice, a bond graph is unlikely 
to be disconnected or to contain self-loops, parallel bonds or internal vertices of 
degree 0 or 1. However, some of our basic equivalence operations may occasionally 
create such features. Thus we permit the underlying graph to be any finite graph 
(including the empty graph with no vertices), possibly including self-loops and parallel 
edges, and we place no restriction on which vertices are internal or external except 
that any isolated vertex must be internal and there must be no edge joining two 
external vertices. 
Each internal vertex has one of four different types, some of which have been given 
different names in the literature: 
(a) a O-junction, parallel junction, p-junction or common-efSort junction; 
(b) a l-junction, serial junction, s-junction or common-Jiow junction; 
(c) a transformer or TF-element; 
(d) a gyrator or GY-element. 
O-junctions and l-junctions are known collectively as junctions, and they may have 
any degree. Junctions of degree 0 (which have no physical meaning) and 1 (which can 
represent sources of zero effort or flow) are unusual in practice, but they can arise as 
a result of some of the acausal equivalence operations described in this paper, and so 
we have to allow them. Transformers and gyrators are called bond elements, and they 
must have degree 2. Thus every internal vertex is either a junction or a bond element. 
We shall place one restriction on the bond elements: there must not be a component of 
the graph that consists of a single circuit whose vertices are all bond elements. A bond 
graph with no external vertices is called a junction structure, and internal vertices in 
any bond graph are sometimes called junction-structure elements. Thus every vertex is 
either a junction-structure element or an external vertex. We note here that some 
bond graph modellers use multiport bond elements, which we do not consider in this 
paper. However, we note also that it is straightforward to decompose multiport bond 
elements into 2-port (degree 2) bond elements. The transformer case has been dealt 
with by Breedvelt [6]. The gyrator case is similar. 
In applications, there are commonly five different ypes of external vertex - a source 
of eflort, a source ofjlow, a capacitor, an inductor and a resistor - which can have any 
positive degree. We shall not discuss external vertices in detail, but note that collec- 
tively the external vertices of a bond graph determine the acceptable forms for the 
equations relating the external variables after the internal variables have been 
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eliminated. Since our strategy is to devise a test to determine whether some given form 
for these equations is permitted by the internal vertex equations, the types of the 
external vertices are not relevant for most of our work, and so we shall ignore them. 
(In particular, changing the type of an external vertex will not be regarded as an 
acausal equivalence operation, since we do not regard it as changing the bond graph.) 
For a fuller discussion of external vertices, see [lo] or [19]. 
A link in a bond graph B is a path whose end vertices are junctions or external vertices 
and whose interior vertices (if any) are all bond elements; the end vertices need not be 
distinct, although in applications they usually are. The links thus form the edges of 
a graph homeomorphic to B, which we shall call the /ink graph LK(B) of B, whose 
vertices are the junctions and external vertices of B; LK(B) may contain self-loops and 
parallel edges, although in applications it usually does not. Naturally, a link is called 
external if it is incident with an external vertex, and internal otherwise. A primitive link is 
a link consisting of a single bond (i.e. containing no bond element), and B is primitive if 
all its links are primitive (i.e. if B contains no gyrators or transformers). 
Each bond has an associated direction, called its power direction. There is only one 
restriction on the power directions: along each link, all the bonds must be power- 
directed in the same sense. (This is a trivial restriction that simplifies the algebra 
without constraining what can be modelled.) Thus, the permissible assignments of 
power directions to B are in 1: 1 correspondence with the digraphs that can be 
obtained from the link graph LK(B) by directing its edges. It follows that reversing the 
power direction of a single bond will give another bond graph if and only if the bond 
in question belongs to a primitive link; otherwise, one must also reverse the power 
directions of all the other bonds in the same link. Note that, in contrast with electrical 
networks, the power directions in a bond graph are not assigned arbitrarily: Perelson 
[ 141 gives a nice example of when changing the power direction of a single link does 
not give an acausally equivalent bond graph. 
In diagrams, the power directions are conventionally represented by half-headed 
arrows, - or (equivalently) -, on the lines representing the bonds; and O-junctions, 
l-junctions, transformers and gyrators are represented by the symbols 0, 1, TF and 
GY. We shall use the symbol l to represent an external vertex of unspecified type. 
With each transformer and gyrator there is an associated positive number called its 
modulus, which may be written above the symbol TF or GY. Some bond graph 
modellers use modulated bond elements, which have associated with them a positive 
real variable instead of a positive number. Although we do not consider these 
explicitly in this paper, we note that only operations BE2, BE7 and BE9 are affected 
by considering them, and the results of this paper can be applied mutatis mutandis to 
bond graphs containing them. The modulus of a transformer has a direction asso- 
ciated with it, which is usually taken from the causality of the bond graph. Since we 
are considering acausal bond graphs we shall indicate this direction by I- or +. 
A small acausal bond graph is shown in Fig. 1. Typically, it is a tree in which each 
external vertex has degree 1; but one would not necessarily expect to find these 
features in a large example. 
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Fig. I. A small acausal bond graph. 
Each bond b has associated with it two variables, its efSort e(b) and itsJflowf(b). If 
a bond has a name such as b, bi or b’, we shall often denote its effort and flow, without 
further explanation, by the corresponding names (respectively) e, ei or e’ andf, fi orf’. 
We shall now describe the equations that each type of internal vertex imposes on 
the variables associated with its adjacent bonds. If u is a vertex and b a bond. let 
+ 1 if b is power-directed into v, 
a(b, v) := - 1 if b is power-directed out of v, 
0 if b is not incident with u. 
Let J be a junction and let its incident bonds be bl, 
(common-effort junction), then 
ii1 a(bi, J)f; = 0 and e, =e2= ... =e,,, 
while if J is a l-junction (common-flow junction), then 
2 a(bi, .J)ei = 0 and fr =fi = ... =fh . 
i=l 
(0) 
, b,,. If J is a O-junction 
(I) 
(2) 
Consider now the bond elements in Fig. 2. Irrespective of the power directions 
(provided that they are consistent through each bond element), 
for the transformer in Fig. 2(a), ei = rej and fj = rh , (3) 
for the transformer in Fig. 2(b), ej = sei and fi = sfj ,
for the gyrator in Fig. 2(c), ei = tfj and ej = tJ;:. (4) 
We shall regard the transformers in Figs 2(a) and (b) as identical if rs = 1. 
The equations of all the internal vertices in a bond graph B are certainly consistent, 
since they are all satisfied if ei = fi = 0 for every bond bi in B. If B is a junction 
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+r- 
-TF- 
bi 4 
-S-l 
-TF- 
bi bj 
Fig. 2. Bond elements. 
structure there may be no other solutions, but we shall prove in Section 5 that there is 
always a nonzero solution if B contains an external bond. Note that Eqs. (l)-(4) imply 
that at each vertex u the efforts and flows satisfy the important property 
where the sum is over all bonds bi incident with v. This equation is interpreted as 
saying that power is conserved at each vertex, and it gives us our first theorem (below). 
A bond in a bond graph B is called external if it is incident with at least one external 
vertex, and internal otherwise. We now introduce two terms that we will use for most 
of the theorems in this section. An assignment of efforts and flows to all the bonds of 
B will be called valid if Eqs. (l)-(4) hold at every internal vertex. An assignment of 
efforts and flows to all the external bonds of B will be calledfeasible if it is possible to 
extend it to the whole of B by assigning efforts and flows to the internal bonds in such 
a way that the resulting assignment is valid. 
The following theorem is the law of conservation of energy for a bond graph. It is 
somewhat analogous to Tellegen’s theorem [18] for electrical networks. It is really 
a result about feasible assignments, but for convenience we state it in terms of valid 
assignments. 
Theorem 1.1. Let B be a bond graph with bonds b,, . , b,. Let et, . . . , e,, fi, . , fm 
and e;, ,.. ,ek, f;, . . . , f; be two sets of 2m real numbers such that the assign- 
ments e(bi) = ei, f(bi) =fi and e(bi) = ei, f (bi) =fi’ (i = 1, . ,m) are both valid 
assignments in B. Let the external bonds be bI, . . . , bk, and, for i = 1, . . , k, define 
oi to be + 1 or - 1 according as bi is power-directed into or out of its internal vertex. 
Then 
iil 0iei.h = 0. (6) 
Moreover, if B contains no gyrators, then 
iTl aieifi’ = 0. (7) 
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Proof. 
where the right sum is over all internal vertices v and all bonds bi incident with v; (8) 
holds because every internal bond is adjacent to two internal vertices, and its two 
contributions to the right sum cancel out. But this sum is equal to zero by (5), so that 
(6) holds. And (7) follows from (6), because (4) is the only one of Eqs. (l)-(4) that 
involves both efforts and flows, and so if B contains no gyrators then e(bi) = ei, 
f(bi) =f[ must be a valid assignment in B. 0 
Let B be a bond graph with external bonds bi, . . . , bk. Let B’ be another bond 
graph, also with exactly k external bonds. We shall say that B and B’ are acausally 
equivalent if it is possible to label the external bonds of B’ as b’r, . . . , b; in such a way 
that, for each set of 2k real numbers el, . . . , ek, fi, . . ,fk, the assignment e(bi) = ei and 
f(bi) =fi for each i is feasible in B if and only if the assignment e(bi) = ei andf(b;) =fi 
for each i is feasible in B’. (Note that the power directions of the external bonds of 
B and B’ do not need to agree.) 
An ucuusul equivalence operation or AEO is an operation 0 that, when applied to 
any acausal bond graph B, always results in a bond graph that is acausally equivalent 
to B. Its inverse is clearly also an acausal equivalence operation, which we shall denote 
by 0-i. 
In Sections 2-4 we shall describe many AEOs, which we shall name AEO, AEl, etc. 
Many of these have been described before, e.g. in [17] and [9], and Thoma [19] gives 
sketch proofs that some of them work. Operations AE7, AE8, AElO, AE12 and (for p or 
q > 2) AE13(p, q) have not, as far as we know, appeared in the literature before. We shall 
designate 15 of these operations as basic equivalence operations, which we shall call 
BEO-BE14.We shall prove that each AEO that we name is equivalent o carrying out 
a sequence of these basic equivalence operations and their inverses. In Section 4, we shall 
also define a standard bond graph, and we shall prove that every bond graph can be 
converted into at least one standard bond graph by means of our AEOs. In Section 5 we 
shall prove that our basic equivalence operations form a complete set, in the sense 
described in Section 0, and also that the feasible assignments of efforts and flows to a bond 
graph B form a vector space of dimension equal to the number of external bonds of B. We 
shall also describe a procedure for testing whether a given set of inputs on the external 
bonds is independent. In Section 6 we shall give two more formal descriptions ofthe vector 
space introduced in Section 5, and we shall prove that these two descriptions are equivalent. 
2. AEOs mainly involving links and bond elements 
Our first acausal equivalence operations are rather trivial, but they are necessary, 
and are used in the proofs of several ater propositions. 
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AE2 = BE2: 
AE3a = BE3: 
I-rs-l- 
-& 
h 
-&-- + -TF- 
b3 h bl bz 
AE3b = BE4 
t-r- 
-TF- 
h 4 
&_ __j _&- 
4 bl bz 
AE3c: 
l-r- 
- J-F -++F-- i-CT- 
h b3 b, 
+ -TF- 
bl bz 
Fig. 3. Four single-link equivalence operations. 
AEO = BEO: Reverse the power directions of all the bonds in one component. 
AEl = BEl: Delete a component that comprises either a single junction with no 
bonds, or a single circuit containing exactly one junction, one bond element and two 
bonds. 
AEO is unusual in that AEO- ’ = AEO. AEl - ’ is the operation of adding an extra 
component of one of these types. It is clear that these operations do not affect the 
feasibility of any assignment of efforts and flows to the external bonds, and so they are 
AEOS. 
Now consider the four well-known operations illustrated in Fig. 3, the first three of 
which are designated as basic equivalence operations; the fourth is not, because it can 
be derived from the second and third, as we shall show in Proposition 2.1. (Recall that 
the transformers in Figs 2(a) and (2b) are identical when rs = 1, and so replacing one 
by the other is not an “operation”.) In each operation in Fig. 3, the link may initially 
have either of the two possible power directions, and the operation does not change 
this power direction. In AE2 we must assume that bi and b2 are not both external 
bonds, since otherwise the operation would reduce the number of external bonds and 
so could not be an AEO. 
Proposition 2.1. Operations AE2, and AE3ac are AEOs. Moreover, AE3c can be 
derived from AE3a and AE3b. 
Proof. In each case, assume the operation is applied once to a bond graph B so as to 
give a new bond graph I?‘. Operation AE2 is to delete a transformer of modulus 1, 
merging its two incident bonds into a single bond. (Its inverse, AE2- ‘, is therefore to 
insert a transformer of modulus 1 into an existing bond.) Since by (3) the transformer 
forces e1 = ez and fi =f2 in B, it is clear that any valid assignment of efforts and flows 
in B yields a valid assignment in B’ in which the external bonds have the same efforts 
and flows as they had in B. Thus, B’ is acausally equivalent o B. 
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l-r- l-s- 
-TF -TF- 
+rs- 
-TF- 
AE3a-’ T AE3a 
l-r- AE3b 
-TF- &- A- + - & - CL 
Operation AE3a is to replace two adjacent gyrators of modulus r and s 
by a transformer of modulus TS- ‘. By (4), we have e, = rf3 = rs-‘e2 and 
f2 = s-le3 = rs-‘fi in B, while (3) gives e, = YS - ‘ez and fi = rs- ‘fl in B’. Thus 
any valid assignment of efforts and flows in B yields a valid assignment in B’ in 
which the efforts and flows on the external bonds have not changed. Hence, B 
is acausally equivalent to B. (Note that, given a valid assignment in B’, we can 
obtain the corresponding valid assignment in B by giving every bond of B other 
than h3 the same effort and flow that it had in B’, and defining e3 = rfi and 
Fig. 4. The derivation of AE3c from AE3a and AE3b. 
f3 = r-‘el.) 
Operation AE3b is to merge a transformer into an adjacent gyrator. By (3) and (4), 
we have el = re3 = rsf2 and e2 = sfi = rsfl in B, while el = rsf2 and e2 = rsfl in B’. 
As before, it follows that B’ is acausally equivalent to B. 
Operation AE3c is to merge two adjacent transformers. We could use the same 
argument as for AE3a and AE3b, but we do not need to, since AE3c can be derived by 
applying AE3a- I, AE3b and AE3a in that order, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 0 
A link is called normal if it is primitive or contains exactly one bond element, and 
a bond graph is normal if all its links are normal, i.e. if no bond joins a transformer or 
gyrator to another transformer or gyrator. It is clear that by applying operations 
AE3a-c, and hence (as we have just proved) by applying BE3, BE3-’ and BE4, we can 
turn any bond graph B into a normal bond graph that is acausally equivalent to B. 
In order to keep the AE numbers matching the BE numbers as closely as possible, 
we do not use the name AE4 for any operation. Our next operations, AESa and AESb, 
described by Thoma [19], are illustrated in Fig. 5. We shall use the terminology AEx, 
to denote the operation that is the same as AEx except that it has O-junctions where 
AEx has l-junctions and vice versa; we call this operation the complement of AEx. For 
example, AESa, is shown in Fig. 5. Operations AESa, AESb and their complements 
may be collectively described as passing a bond element through a junction. As before, 
each link may initially have either possible power direction, and the operation does 
not change this power direction. Each junction depicted is supposed to have degree 
k > 1; if k = 1 then there are no links to the right of the junction. 
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AE5a = BE5: bz 
-G; 
/ 
bl 
-0 :+ 
bi \ 
4 
AE5$: bz 
---CL-- 
/ 
bl bi ‘2 - 
AE5b: bz k-r- 
-TF- 
/ 
bl bi ‘< - 
bl 
bl 
bz 
(4 
/ 
b; @ 
1 
/ . . 
\ 
. 
b: Q; 
\ bc 
\ bk 
Fig. 5. Passing a bond element through a junction (k > 1). 
Proposition 2.2. Operations AESa, AE5b and their complements are AEOs. Moreover, 
they can all be derived from BE2, BE3 and BE5 ( = AESa). 
Proof. Define (Ti to be + 1 or - 1 according as the link containing bond bi in Fig. 5 is 
power-directed from left to right or from right to left. Suppose that operation AE5a is 
applied to a bond graph B so as to give a new bond graph B’. Eqs. (1) and (4) give 
k 
e, =rf; =rol C oifi and ei=e; =rfi (i=2, . . ..k) 
i=2 
in B, and (2) and (4) give 
e, = CJ~ i a& = rol i aifi and ei = rJ’ = rfi (i = 2, . . . ,k) 
i=2 i=2 
in B’. It follows that B and B’ rae acausally equivalent. 
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We could use a similar argument for the other operations in Fig. 5, but we do not 
need to, since each of these operations can be derived from previous basic equivalence 
operations. To derive AESa,, use BE2- ’ and BE3- ’ k - 1 times to replace each of 
b2, . , b, by a path containing a gyrator of modulus I- ’ followed by a gyrator of 
modulus r; then use BE5 -r to pass all the gyrators of modulus r-l through the 
junction; finally, use BE3 and BE2 once to merge and delete the two adjacent gyrators 
of modulus Y and r-‘. (Note that this works even if k = 1, when we can apply BE5’ 
straight away.) 
To derive AESb and AESb,, use BE33’ to replace the transformer by two adjacent 
gyrators, use BE5 and BE5, to pass the two gyrators through the junction, and then 
use BE3 k - 1 times to replace the resulting pairs of adjacent gyrators by trans- 
formers, Since we have shown that BE5, can itself be derived from BE2, BE3 and BE5, 
this completes the proof of Proposition 2.2. 0 
Before describing the next pair of operations, we introduce a new symbol +, which 
is used in diagrams to indicate the set of all bonds incident with a junction that are not 
indicated individually in the diagram; this set may be empty. (If a junction does not 
have this symbol against it, then it has no bonds other than those shown individually.) 
Just like a bond, this double-bond symbol has an associated effort and flow. If it is 
incident with a O-junction, then the associated effort is the common effort of the 
O-junction, and the associated flow is the sum of the flows on all contributing bonds 
(i.e., all bonds in the set represented by the symbol) that are power-directed in the 
same direction as the double-bond symbol, minus the sum on all contributing bonds 
that are power-directed in the opposite direction. If the double-bond symbol is 
incident with a l-junction, then efforts and flows are interchanged in the above 
description. 
Operations AE6 and AE6, involve contracting a bond that joins two junctions of 
the same type; such a bond is called a contractable bond. Operation AE6 is illustrated 
in Fig. 6, with the above conventions about the symbol G, firstly in the case when the 
two junctions are distinct, and secondly when they are identical, so that the bond 
being contracted is a self-loop. These two cases were described by Thoma [19] and 
Karnopp [9], respectively, and we regard them as variants of the same operation BE6, 
in view of the normal convention in graph theory that contraction means the same as 
deletion for a self-loop. 
-o-o- 
bl b2 b3 
AI%-BB6: 
-0 
b2 
bl 3- 
Fig. 6. Contracting a contractable bond 
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Proposition 2.3. Operations AE6 and AE6, are AEOs. Moreover, AE6, can be derived 
from BEl-BE3, BE5 and BE6 ( =AE6). 
Proof. Suppose AE6 is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a bond graph B’. If 
b2 is not a self-loop then Eq. (1) gives e 1=e,=e3andf1=f2=fsinB,ande1=e3 
and fi =f3 in B’. If b2 is a self-loop then we have el = e2 and fi -f2 + f2 = 0 in B, 
and fi = 0 in B’. In each case, it follows that B and B’ are acausally equivalent. 
To derive AE6, from AE6, first use BE2-’ and BE3-’ to insert two gyrators of 
equal modulus into b2. If b2 is not a self-loop, pass each gyrator through the junction 
adjacent to it using BE5 thereby turning each l-junction into a O-junction; if b, is 
a self-loop, pass one gyrator only through the l-junction, thereby turning it into 
a O-junction, and use BE3 and BE2 to remove the two gyrators from b2. In either case, 
b, can now be contracted using AE6. If the resulting O-junction is now isolated, use 
BE1 and BE1 - ’ to replace it by an isolated l-junction, as required; otherwise, pass 
one of the gyrators through the junction using BE5, thereby turning it back into 
a l-junction, and use BE3 and BE2 to remove each resulting pair of gyrators. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 0 
The next operations involve contracting TF-loops and GY-loops, and they are 
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. 
Proposition 2.4. Operations AE7, AE7,, AE8 and AE8, are AEOs. Moreover, AE7, and 
AE8, can be derivedfrom BEl-BE3, BE5, BE7 (=AE7) and BE8 (=AE8). 
Proof. Suppose AE7 is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a bond graph B’. By 
(l)(3), in B we have e3 = e, = e2 = re3, fl +f2 -f3 = 0 and f3 = rfi, whence e, = 0 
and fi is unspecified, while in B’ we have ei = e4 = 0 and fi =f4. Thus B and B’ are 
acausally equivalent. (It might appear that we could replace the right side of AE7 by 
that of AE8,, since the latter also gives e, = 0 with fi unspecified; however, the 
AB7 = BE7: 
T+T 
==+O J;+ b,'Ob,l G-+ 1) 
b, 
b3 
Fig. 7. Contracting a TF-loop 
AI38 = BE& 
Fig. 8. Contracting a GY-loop. 
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symbols er and fr have different meanings when the double-bond symbol bI is 
incident into a O-junction from when it is incident into a l-junction, and so the right 
sides of AE7 and AE8, are not in fact equivalent.) 
To derive AE7, from AE7, use BEl, BE1 -‘, AE7 and BE0 if bI is empty, otherwise 
use BE33’ to replace the transformer by two gyrators, use AESa, to pass one gyrator 
through the l-junction, thereby turning it into a O-junction, use BE3 to replace the two 
gyrators by a transformer, apply AE7, and then use BE5, AESa,, BE3 and BE2 to 
remove the gyrators in a way that is hopefully now becoming familiar. 
Now suppose AE8 is applied to a bond graph B to give a bond graph B’. By (1) and 
(4) in B we have e, = e2 = e3 = rf2 = rf3 and f, + f2 - f3 = 0, whence er is unspeci- 
fied and fi = 0, which is exactly the same as in B’. The derivation of AE8, from AE8 is 
straightforward and is left to the reader. 0 
Extending the definition of a contractable bond, we say that a link in a bond graph 
is a contractable link if it contains an odd number of gyrators (in addition to any 
number of transformers) and joins a O-junction to a l-junction, or if it contains an even 
number of gyrators and joins two junctions of the same type. A bond graph is 
contraction-minimal if it contains no contractable links. In practice, one tends to 
consider only normal contraction-minimal bond graphs; this is justified by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Every bond graph B is acausally equivalent to some normal contraction- 
minimal bond graph B’. Moreover, B’ can be obtained from B by means of operations 
BEl-BE8 and their inverses. 
Proof. By Propositions 2.1-2.4, we can use all of the AEOs that we have so far 
described except for AEO. Use AE3a-c to normalise every link in B, AE6 or AE6, to 
contract every contractable bond, and AE7 or AE7, to contract every TF-loop. Each 
remaining contractable link 1 joins two distinct junctions and is not primitive: use 
AESa, AESa,, AESb or AESb, to pass the bond element of 1 through an incident 
junction, use AE3a-c to renormalise any neighbouring link that is no longer normal, 
and use AE6 or AE6, to contract the resulting primitive contractable link. None of 
these operations create any new contractable links (but, even if they did, the process 
would terminate in a finite number of steps, since every time we contract a contract- 
able link we reduce the number of junctions in the bond graph). So, after a finite 
number of steps, we arrive at a normal contraction-minimal bond graph B’. 0 
Now consider the operations illustrated in Fig. 9, simple cases of which have been 
described by Karnopp [9] and Thoma [19]. Here the symbol crX is defined to be + 1 
or - 1 according as the link containing the bond element with modulus x is directed 
from left to right or from right to left, and the equations in the caption uniquely 
determine the values oft, t’, or and gt. given that t and t’ must both be positive. Note 
that g,r-’ + ass_1 = (ors + a,r)/rs = i t/rs, and so t’ is defined whenever t # 0. 
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AE9a = BE9: 
-+l- 
bl bi 
Gk - 1 _, 
bl bz 
(I # 0) 
91 
bl ’ b, (t = O) 
--_$O- 
h bi 
6; -0Y (tfo) 
4 bz 
I -0 bl 0 e bz (t = 0) 
l-t- 
yl-TF- / 
bl bi bi ’ bz 
0 f 0) 
I -1 bl ’ h I (t = 0) 
Fig. 9. Combining parallel links [cr,t = 0,~ + CJ,S, a,,t’ = (u,r-1 + o,s-‘)-‘I. 
Proposition 2.6. Operations AE9a-c are AEOs. Moreover, AE9b and AE9c can be 
derived from BElLBE and BE9 (=AE9a). 
Proof. If AE9a is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a bond graph B’, then 
Eqs. (2) and (4) give e, = o,.e3 + oSe5 = crrrf4 + rsSsf6 = a,tf2 and e2 = ore4 + 
oSe6 = o,rf3 + gSsf5 = o,tfi in B, while, in B’, el = e2 = 0 if t = 0, otherwise e1 = 
o,e; = ottf; = ottf2 and ez = o,ei = o,tf; = ottfi. It follows that B and B’ are 
acausally equivalent. 
To derive AE9b from AE9a, first use BE4-’ and BE3-’ to replace the gyrator of 
modulus r by three successive gyrators of modulus 1, r-l and 1, use BE5 to pass each 
gyrator of modulus 1 through its neighbouring O-junction to turn it into a l-junction, 
and use BE3 and BE4 to replace the resulting three successive gyrators of modulus 1, 
s and 1 by a single gyrator of modulus s- I. Now apply AE9a to merge the two parallel 
links, giving a gyrator of modulus t’- ’ if t # 0. If t # 0, use BE5Y’ to pass the gyrators 
of modulus 1 back through the l-junctions, which thereby become O-junctions, and 
use BE3 and BE4 to replace the resulting three successive gyrators of modulus 1, 
t ‘-I and 1 by a single gyrator of modulus t’. If t = 0, use BEl-’ and BE1 if necessary 
to replace any isolated l-junction by an isolated O-junction, otherwise use BE5,, BE3 
and BE2 to pass one gyrator of modulus 1 through each l-junction and remove the 
resulting pairs of gyrators of modulus 1. 
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To derive AE9c from AE9a, use BE33’ to replace the transformer of modulus r by 
gyrators of modulus r and 1, pass the gyrator of modulus 1 through the O-junction and 
use BE4 to replace the transformer of modulus s and gyrator of modulus 1 by 
a gyrator of modulus s. Now apply AE9a, and remove the gyrators of modulus 1 in the 
usual way. 0 
3. AEOs mainly involving junctions, trees and loops 
The AEOs considered in this section can all be regarded as special cases of 
AE13(p, q), which is an important operation in the proofs of the results in the next 
section. 
A junction will be called an outsidejunction if it is incident with at least one external 
link (which joins it to an external vertex), and an inside junction otherwise. Our first 
operations in this section involve the removal of inside junctions of small degree. 
Operation AElO is illustrated in Fig. 10. 
Proposition 3.1. Operations AElO and AElO, are AEOs. Moreover, AElO, can be 
deriuedfiotn BElLBE and BE10 (=AElO). 
Proof. Define pi to be + 1 or - 1 according as the link containing bond bi in Fig. 10 
is power-directed from left to right or from right to left. Suppose that operation AElO 
is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a new bond graph B’. Eqs. (1) and (2) give 
h h 
e, = C fJ,CTiei = C OlCTie; and oifi’=fi=fi =O(i=2, . . ..h) 
i=2 i=2 
in B, andi’ = 0 with e: unspecified in B’. Thus, B and B’ are acausally equivalent. 
To derive AElO, from AElO, use BE55’ (once, with k = 1, to insert a gyrator of 
modulus 1 into b,) followed by BE5 (once) and BE5, (h - 1 times) to pass gyrators 
through the diagram so as to change O-junctions to l-junctions and vice versa, then 
apply AElO, use BE1 and BEl-’ if necessary to turn isolated O-junctions into 
l-junctions, and use BE5, BE3 and BE2 to remove the gyrators in the usual way. 0 
Operation AEll was described by Thoma [19] and has been used in [17]. It is 
illustrated in Fig. 11, in which we must assume that bl and b2 are not both external 
AElO = BElO: 
b; 
bz o- 
bi 
/ 
Oh 
O- 
bl 
1 ; 
\ 
-+; 
bh O-7 Oh 
b; b:, 
Fig. 10. Removing an inside junction of degree 1 (h > 1) 
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AEll = BEll: -0- +- 
bl b, bl = bz 
Fig. 1 I. Contracting a contractable junction. 
bonds (since then the operation would change the number of external bonds and so 
could not be an AEO), and also that the component containing these bonds is not 
a single circuit containing exactly one junction and no external vertex (since then the 
result of the operation would not be a bond graph at all according to our definition); 
a junction with exactly one incoming bond bI and one outgoing bond b2 will be called 
contractable if these assumptions hold. It is clear that this operation is an AEO, and 
also that AEll, can be derived from AEll by the standard technique, with which the 
reader will by now be familiar, of using BE2- ’ and BE3-’ to insert two gyrators into 
one of the bonds, BE5 to pass one of them through the l-junction so as to turn it into 
a O-junction, AEll to remove the O-junction, and BE3 and BE2 to remove the two 
gyrators. 
A junction J with degree 2 will be called a 2-out or a 24njunction if both its incident 
bonds leave J or both enter J, respectively. Operations AE12a and AE12b are 
illustrated in Fig. 12. Here, for i = 2, . . , k, bi may initially have either possible power 
direction, and the operation does not change this power direction, but b: must have 
the opposite power direction from bi (like b; and b,). 
Proposition 3.2. Operations AE12a, AE12b and their complements are AEOs. More- 
over, they can all be derived from BEO-BE5 and BE12 (=AE12a). 
Proof. Define pi to be + 1 or - 1 according as the link containing bond bi in Fig. 12 
is power-directed from left to right or from right to left. Suppose that operation AE12a 
is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a new bond graph B’. Eqs. (1) and (2) give 
k 
el = e; = C CTiei and fi=f;= -fi (i=2,...,k) 
i=2 
in B, and 
k k 
el = C Oiej = C CTiei and fi= -f,!= -fi (i=2, . . ..k) 
i=2 i=2 
in B’. It follows that B and B’ are acausally equivalent. 
To derive AE12b from AE12a, apply BE0 to reverse the power directions of all 
bonds in this component, apply AE12a and then apply BE0 again. To derive AE12a, 
and AE12b, from AE12a and AE12b, use BE2, BE3 and BE5 in the standard way; the 
details are left to the reader. 0 
Operation BE13, described by Thoma [19], is illustrated in Fig. 13. Here the power 
directions of bb, . . . , bk are arbitrary, and if we define Oij and oh to be + 1 or - 1 
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AJZ12a - BE12: 
-0-1 
/ 
b, b; 
\ bk 
9 
\ bi 
AE12b: 
\ bk 
\ bk 
Fig. 12. Passing a 2-out or 2-injunction through another junction (k > 1). 
AE13(2,2) = BE13: 
Fig. 13. Replacing a primitive 4-tree by a primitive 4-100~ [aij = u&r; for i E {l, Z),j E 13,411. 
according as bij and bb, respectively, are power-directed from left to right or from right 
to left in Fig. 13, then the final power directions are defined by Cij = o:ob~; 
(i E { 1,2},j E {3,4}, k E (0, . . . ,4}) Note that BE13, is the same as BE13. 
Proposition 3.3. Operation BE13 is an AEO. 
Proof. Suppose that operation BE13 is applied to a bond graph B so as to give a new 
bond graph B’. Eqs. (1) and (2) give 
fi = o;j; = o;f; = o;ob(o;fj + aif;) = cJl& + cT1& 
and 
e3 = aje; = ajeb = ajal,(a;e; + a;e;) = a13e1 + az3e2 
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AEI .3(P, q): 
Fig. 14. Replacing a primitive (p, q)-tree by a primitive (P? q)-loop structure (P. 4 2 0). Ccij = o,gon; for 
;E (I. . . . . p). jE (1, . . . . 41.1 
in B, and 
and 
e3 = 013e13 + 023e23 = g13e1 + v23e2 
in B’, with similar formulae for f2 and e4. It follows that B and B’ are acausally 
equivalent. 0 
Now consider the natural generalisation AE13(p, 4) of operation BE13 illustrated 
in Fig. 14, which uses the same convention about power directions. Some readers may 
be concerned that this operation generally increases the number of loops and there- 
fore increases the potential number of causal loops in the bond graph. However, it 
also decreases the total number of junctions. It is this property that makes the 
operation useful in proving Theorem 4.1, which is a theorem about acausal bond 
graphs. 
Proposition 3.4. Operation AE13(p, 4) is an AEO. Moreover, it can be derived from 
operations BEO-BE 13. 
Proof. Fig. 15 shows how, for any p 3 3 and q 3 2, AE13(p, q) can be derived from 
AE13(2, q) and AE13(p - 1, q). An exactly analogous procedure can be used, for any 
p 3 2 and q > 3, to derive AE13(p, q) from AE13(p, 2) and AE13(p, q - 1). Since 
AE13(2,2) is the same as BE13, which is an AEO by Proposition 3.3, the result now 
follows by double induction for all p 2 2 and q 3 2. 
Operations AE13(p, 0) and AE13(0, q) are the same as AElO and AElO,, respective- 
ly. It remains to consider the case when p or q = 1. Suppose first that p = 1. If CT~ = o0 
then use AEll, and AE6 to contract the contractable l-junction and the resulting 
contractable bond. Otherwise, use AE12a, or AE12b, to pass the l-junction of degree 
2 through the O-junction to its right, and contract each of the q contractable bonds so 
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4J1 - K1 4 
4J1 
4Jz \ 
,fl4 
X . 
. 
* ‘,-- . 
/ 
4:, 
7’ 
/O K4 + 
. 
4J* +JP 
4Jl 
4Jz 
. 
. 
. 
4Jp 
Fig. 15. The inductive step in the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
formed using AE6,. This shows that AE13(1, q) can be derived from BEO-BE12 and 
so is an AEO. An exactly analogous argument proves the result when q = 1. 0 
4. Standard bond graphs 
We require one final basic operation, which is clearly an AEO. 
AE14 = BE14: Replace an external vertex of degree k > 1 by k external vertices of 
degree 1. 
An acausal bond graph B, is said to be a standard bond graph, or to be in standard 
form, if it has the following properties: 
(SO) Every external vertex of B, has degree 1. 
(Sl) B, is normal. 
(S2) No link of B, joins a junction to itself. 
(S3) B, is contraction-minimal. 
(S4) B, has no parallel links. 
(S5) Every external ink of B, is primitive and incident with a junction 
(S6) Every junction of B, is adjacent to exactly one external vertex. 
Because of property (S6), standard bond graphs are not the most convenient ones to 
work with in most practical applications. But this same property is what makes them 
useful for proving theorems, as we shall see in the next section. 
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The next theorem is fundamental to the proof of our main results. Note that the 
B* in the statement of the theorem is not in general unique. Indeed, we shall prove in 
Theorem 5.5 that there is a B* corresponding to each independent set of input 
variables. The appendix contains an example illustrating how the proof of the next 
theorem constructs a standard bond graph. 
Theorem 4.1. Every bond graph B is acausally equivalent to some standard bond graph 
B*. Moreover, B* can be obtained from B by means of operations BEO-BE14 and their 
inverses. 
Proof. We can use any of the AEOs that we have previously described, since we have 
proved that they can all be derived from BEO-BE14. It is clear that by applying AE14 
and AE3a-c at any stage we can ensure that (SO) and (Sl) hold without affecting any of 
the other properties. Among all bond graphs satisfying (SO) and (Sl) that can be 
obtained from B by means of operations BE&BE14 and their inverses, choose B, to 
be one in which 
(a) the number of contractable links is as small as possible, 
(b) (subject o (a)) the number of inside junctions, is as small as possible (recall that 
an inside junction is a junction that is not incident with any external ink), 
(c) (subject to (a) and (b)) the number of outside junctions is as large as possible, 
(d) (subject to (a)-(c)) the number of non-primitive external links is as small as 
possible, 
(e) (subject to (a)-(d)) the number of links is as small as possible. 
We shall prove in six steps (Cl)-(C6) that B, satisfies (S2)-(S6) and so is a standard 
bond graph as required. In essence, the proof describes an algorithm (although 
perhaps not a very efficient one) for constructing B, from B. 
(Cl) No junction ofBS is incident with more than one external link. For, suppose J is 
a O-junction that is incident with more than one external ink. Apply AEll; 1 to insert 
a l-junction into one of these links, adjacent o the O-junction; this will contradict(c). 
If J is a l-junction, we obtain the same contradiction by using AEll-’ instead of 
AEll,‘. 
(C2) (S2) holds. For, suppose some link 1 joins a junction J to itself. If 1 is primitive (a 
self-loop) or contains a transformer of modulus 1, then (after removing the trans- 
former if necessary by AE2) we can contract 1 by AE6 or AE6,, which will contradict 
(a); otherwise, we can contract 1 by AE7 or AE7,, which will contradict (a), or by AE8 
or AE8,, which will contradict (e). 
(C3) (S3) holds. For, suppose 1 is a contractable link of B,. By (C2), 1 joins two 
distinct junctions. If 1 is not primitive, pass its bond element through one of the 
junctions to make it primitive, then contract it by AE6 or AE6,; this will contradict (a). 
(C4) (S4) holds. For, suppose 1,l’ are parallel links. We can apply one of operations 
AE9a--c to combine 1, l’, thereby contradicting (e), unless 1 or 1’ is primitive. In the 
latter case, we can apply AE2 to insert a transformer of modulus 1 into either of 1,l 
that is primitive, and combine 1,l’ by AE9c; this will again contradict (e). 
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(C5) (S.5) holds. For, let I be an external link of B,. If 1 is not incident with a junction, 
then 1 joins two external vertices. Use AEll -i to insert a junction in it; this will 
contradict (c). If 1 is incident with a junction J but contains a bond element, use one of 
operations AESa, AESa,, AESb and AESb, to pass the bond element through J. Since 
I is the only external link at J, by (Cl), this will contradict (d). 
(C6) (S6) holds. To prove this, in view of (Cl), it suffices to prove that there are no 
inside junctions. So suppose B, contains j > 0 inside junctions, and let J be one of 
them. If J has degree 0, use AEl to remove it; this will contradict (b). Otherwise, let I be 
a link joining J to a junction J’. If J’ is an outside junction, then by (Cl) there is 
exactly one external link incident with J’: use AEl 1 PI or AEll, ’ to insert a junction 
of the opposite type from J’ next to J’ in this link, to make J’ an inside junction. There 
are now j or j + 1 inside junctions. 
Let J and J’ have degrees p + 1 and q + 1, respectively, and suppose there are 
k junctions Ji, . ,Jk that are joined by links to both J and J’(p, q B 
0, 0 d k 6 min(p, 4)). Suppose that J is joined to junctions Ji, . . . , JP and J’ by 
links 1 1, . . . ,I,, and 1, and that J’ is joined to junctions J1, . . . , Jr+, Kk+l, . . . , K, 
and J by links l;, . . . ,I; and 1. Use AESa, AESa,, AESb and AESb, as necessary 
to clear any bond elements from the links I, 1i, . . . , I,, l;+ 1, . . . ,I;. Each of 
links l;, . ,lL now contains an odd number of gyrators, since J1, . . . , Jk now have 
the same type as J’ and B, is (still) contraction-minimal. For each i in { 1, . . , k), 
use AEll-’ or AEll, ’ to insert, next to J’ in link Ii, a new inside junction Ki 
having degree 2 of the opposite type from J’, so dividing 1: into a contractable 
link between Ji and Ki and a primitive link between Ki and J’. There are now j + k 
or j + k + 1 inside junctions. Apply AE13(p, q) or AE13(q, p) as appropriate to 
replace the primitive (p, q)-tree by a primitive (p, q)-loop structure, after which 
there are j + k - 2 or j + k - 1 inside junctions. Contract the k contractable 
links mentioned above so that there are j - 2 or j - 1 inside junctions. Since there 
are now no contractable links left, this contradicts (b), and the proof of Theorem 4.1 
is complete. 0 
The next result is a lemma towards the proofs of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. We 
include it here because the proof is so similar to the proof of (C6) above. Note 
that, if two standard bond graphs B and B* are acausally equivalent to each 
other, then the bijection between their sets of external bonds, which is implicit in 
the definition of acausal equivalence, induces a bijection between their sets of 
junctions. 
Lemma 4.2. Let J and J’ be two junctions that are joined by a link in a standard bond 
graph B. Then there exists a standard bond graph B*, acausally equivalent to B, such 
that, for each junction K of B, the corresponding junction K* of B* has the same type as 
K tfK # J or J’ and the opposite type if K = J of J’. Moreover, B* can be obtainedfrom 
B by operations BEl-BE14 and their inverses. 
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Proof. Apply AElll’ or AEll,’ to insert a junction J* of the opposite type from 
J in the external bond incident with J, and a junction J’* similarly for J’. J and J’ are 
now internal junctions. 
Now follow the procedure described in the final paragraph of the proof of Theorem 
4.1, up to and including the application of AE13(p, 4) or AE13(q, p) as appropriate to 
replace the (p, q)-tree by a (p, q) -loop structure. Contract the k resulting contractable 
links, which will result in the creation of k GY-loops; these must now be contracted by 
using AE8 or AE8,. Use AE9aac to combine any parallel links, pass any bond 
elements in the two external bonds at J” and J’* through those junctions, and 
renormalise using AE3a-c. The resulting bond graph B* is in standard form and has 
the required property. IJ 
It is not immediately obvious that the combination of parallel links in the above 
proof cannot cause the component containing J* and J’* to become disconnected. 
We shall see in Lemma 5.3(a) that this cannot happen; in any case, it is not relevant to 
the above proof. 
5. The two main theorems 
We shall say that a standard bond graph is TF-standard, or is in TF-standard form, 
if it has no primitive internal links. In practice, one would probably not want to use 
TF-standard bond graphs, but they simplify Eqs. (9) and the proofs of the theorems in 
this section. 
Proposition 5.1. Every bond graph B is acausally equivalent to some TF-standard bond 
graph B,. Moreover, B, can be obtainedfrom B by means of operations BE&BE14 and 
their inverses. 
Proof. Clearly, by applying operation BE2-’ to insert a transformer of modulus 
1 into every primitive internal link, we can transform the standard bond graph 
B* whose existence was proved in Theorem 4.1 into a TF-standard bond graph B, that 
is acausally equivalent to B. !J 
So let B, be a TF-standard bond graph. We define the modulus of a link of B, to be 
the modulus of its bond element, where in the case of a TF-link that can be 
represented in either of the two equivalent forms in Fig. 16, we choose the modulus to 
be r rather than r-l. 
Suppose B, has external bonds bI, . . . , bk incident with junctions J,, . . . , Jk, respec- 
tively. For convenience, suppose J1, . . ,J,, are O-junctions and Jh+ I, . . . , Jk are l- 
junctions. It is easy to see (from the discussion below) that the external variables 
ei, . . . , eh, fh+h . . . , fk can be assigned independently of each other without violating 
any of Eqs. (l)-(4). Call these the standard input variables, and fi, . . , fh, e,, + 1, . , ek 
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Fig. 16. A TF-link of modulus r. 
the standard output variables associated with B,. For 1 < i < h, ei determines the 
common effort at the O-junction (common-effort junction) Ji; thus, if Ji and fj are 
joined by a TF-link of modulus Y, then Jj is a l-junction and the two bonds in the link 
have their variables (effort, flow) equal to (ei, rfj) and (rei, fj) , respectively, whereas, if 
Ji and Jj are joined by a GY-link of modulus Y, then Jj is a O-junction and the two 
bonds in the link have (effort, flow) equal to (ei, r-‘ej) and (ej, r-‘ei) , respectively. 
Similar statements hold if h + 1 < i < k, when Ji is a l-junction. The standard output 
variables are then uniquely determined by the equations 
0i.h = CTFgijYijfj +CGyGijTijlej (i = 1, . . . ,h), 
oiei = CTF~ijrijej + Coy Oijrijfj (i = h + 1, . . . , k), (9) 
j i 
where gi = + 1 or - 1 according as bi is power-directed into or out Of Ji, CTF denotes 
the sum over allj such that Jj is joined to Ji by a TF-link, CGY denotes the sum over all 
j such that Jj is joined to Ji by a GY-link, Oij = + 1 or - 1 according as the link 
between Ji and Jj is power-directed from Ji towards Jj or from Jj towards Ji, and 
rij denotes the modulus of this link. 
We are now in a position to prove the first of our two main theorems. Recall that an 
assignment of efforts and flows to the external bonds of a bond graph B is called 
feasible if it can be extended to a valid assignment (satisfying Eqs. (l)-(4) at all internal 
vertices) on all the bonds of B. 
Theorem 5.2. The feasible assignments for a bond graph B form a vector space whose 
dimension is equal to the number k of external bonds of B. Moreover, there is a set of 
k independent external variables that includes one variable from each external bond of B. 
Proof. It is clear that any linear combination of feasible assignments is feasible, and so 
the feasible assignments form a vector space. By Theorem 4.1, B is acausally equiva- 
lent to a bond graph B, in standard form, which also has k external bonds. We have 
just seen that, for a standard bond graph B,, an appropriately chosen set of k external 
variables, one from each external bond, can be assigned independently of each other, 
and the remaining k external variables are then uniquely determined. Thus the space 
of feasible assignments for B, has dimension k. But, by the definition of acausal 
equivalence, the space of feasible assignments of B is isomorphic to that for B,, and so 
it too has dimension k; and there is an isomorphic independent set of k external 
variables in B, one from each external bond of B. 0 
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The next lemma contains the three major steps in the proof of our second main 
theorem. 
Lemma 5.3. Let B and B’ be two bond graphs that are acausally equivalent to each 
other. Let B, and BI be TF-standard bond graphs that can be obtained from B and B’, 
respectively, by applying operations BEO-BE14 and their inverses. Let B, have external 
bonds bI, . . . , bk incident with junctions J1, . . , Jk, respectively, and let the external bond 
and junction of BH corresponding to bi and Ji be b: and Ji, respectively, (i = 1, . . . , k). 
(a) For each i and j in { 1, . . , k}, Ji and Jj are in the same component of B, ifand only 
if 51 and Js are in the same component of B6. 
(b) IL among all graphs B, and Bi satisfying the above hypotheses (hor$xed B and B’), 
B, and BL are chosen so that, for as many i as possible, Ji and 51 are junctions of the same 
type, then Ji and Ji are junctions of the same type for all i in { 1, . . , k}. 
(c) If, among all graphs B, and BQ satisfying the above hypotheses (including the 
hypotheses of(b)), B, and BH are chosen so that, for as many i as possible, bi and bi are 
power-directed in the same sense (i.e. both towards their respective junctions or both 
away from their junctions), then bi and b: are power-directed in the same sense for all i in 
{ 1, . , k} and B, and B6 are identical. 
Proof. Write J - K ifjunctions J and K are joined by a link. Let Xi and yi denote the 
standard input and output variables on bi, so that (9) can be rewritten in the form 
aiyi = C oijaijxj (i = 1, . . . , k) , (10) 
J, -Jr 
where aij = rij unless Ji and Jj are O-junctions joined by a GY-link, in which case 
aij = r,; ‘. B6 gives rise to an analogous set of equations, which can be written in the 
form 
oiyi = c aijaijxj (i = 1, . . . ,k). 
J; - J: 
(10’) 
Moreover, because BL is acausally equivalent to B,, (10’) is an exactly equivalent set of 
equations to (10) in which, for each i, xi and yl are the same as Xi and yi (but not 
necessarily in the same order). We shall write xf = xi if xi is the same as Xi. 
(a) Suppose Ji - Jj in B,. By (lo), yi will change by a nonzero amount if Xj changes 
by a nonzero amount while all other input variables are kept fixed. But no equation in 
(10’) contains variables corresponding to bonds in two different components of B,‘, 
and so if Ji and J> were in different components then (10’) could not be equivalent to 
(10). Thus, Ji and J\ must in fact be in the same component of Bi. It follows that all the 
junctions in any one component of B, must be in the same component of B:. By 
symmetry the same holds with B, and Bi interchanged, and (a) is proved. 
(b) Suppose that Ji and J! are junctions of different types. Then Jj has the same type 
as Jj whenever Jj N Ji, since otherwise we could apply Lemma 4.2 to B, so as to 
increase the number of pairs Ji, 51 that have the same type. Thus x! = yi, but XJ = Xj 
whenever Jj - Ji. By (lo), yi is uniquely determined by the values of all Xj such that 
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Jj - Ji. But these latter variables form a subset of all xi for which j # i, and yi z xi is 
independent of the latter set. This contradiction shows that Ji and Ji must in fact have 
the same type, and this holds for all i in { 1, . , k). 
(c) Since Ji and Ji have the same type, Xi = xi and yi z y: for each i in (1, . . . , k}. 
Since there is a unique expression for each output variable in terms of the input 
variables, it follows from a comparison of (10) and (10’) that Ji - Jj in B, if and only if 
Ji - Jj in Bi, and aicijaij = o:aijaij whenever Ji - Jj. Since aij > 0 and aij > 0, this 
implies that aij = aij and gicij = a:ojj. Similarly, OjOji = UiG;i. Since, oji = - aij and 
~3~ = - a~j, this implies that oi/ai = aj/ai whenever Ji - Jj. But each component of 
B, contains at least one junction Ji such that ai/ai = 1, since otherwise an application 
of BE0 to that component would violate the hypotheses of (c). Thus, ai = a: for all 
junctions Ji in B,, whence aij = aij for all links Ji Jj, and this completes the proof that 
B, and B6 are identical. 0 
We have now virtually proved our second main theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. If two bond graphs B and B’ are acausally equivalent to each other, then 
each can be obtained from the other by a sequence of applications of operations 
BEO-BE14 and their inverses. 
Proof. Write B1 - B2 if B1 can be converted into B2 by a sequence of these basic 
equivalence operations and their inverses. Clearly if B1 h B2 then B2 - B1, and if 
B, _ B2 and B2 - B3 then B1 - B3. By Lemma 5.1, there are TF-standard bond 
graphs B, and BQ such that B - B, and B - Bi, and by Lemma 5.3(c), B, and Bh can be 
chosen to be identical. It follows that B - B’, as required. 0 
We conclude this section with a result that, in view of Theorem 5.2, is a stronger 
version of Theorem 4.1. Its proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 5.3(b). 
Theorem 5.5. Let B’ be a bond graph with external bonds b;, . . . , b;. Let xi, . . . ,x; be 
a set of k independent external variables that includes one variable from each external 
bond of B’. Then there is a standard bond graph B, that is acausally equivalent to B’ and 
has the following additional property: for each i(i = 1, . , k), let Ji be the junction of 
B, that is incident with the external bond bi of B, corresponding to bi in B’; then Ji is 
a O-junction if xi is the effort variable on bi, and Ji is a l-junction if xi is the Jlow variable 
on hi. 
Proof. Among all standard bond graphs that are acausally equivalent to B’, let B, be 
one such that Ji is a junction of the required type for as many values of i as possible. 
For each i, let Xi and yi denote the standard input and output variables on bi, so that 
(10) holds. Note that xi = xi if Ji is a junction of the required type, and xi = yi 
otherwise. Suppose that, for some i, Ji does not have the required type. Then Jj has the 
required type whenever Jj - Ji, since otherwise we could apply Lemma 4.2 to B, so as 
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to increase the number of junctions that have the required type. Thus xi = 4’i, but 
~3 z xj whenever Jj - Ji. This leads to a contradiction exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3(b). 0 
The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 5.5 provide an algorithm for testing whether or 
not a set X of external variables of a bond graph B’, which includes at most 
one variable from each external bond, is independent. The algorithm, which we 
illustrate in the appendix, can be described as follows. First reduce B’ to standard 
form B, by the procedure described in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Call a junction Ji 
of B, good or bud if (in the terminology of Theorem 5.5) .K{ E X and Ji, respect- 
ively, does, or does not, have the required type, and call Ji indeterminate if X does 
not contain either variable on bi. If Ji - Jj, and Ji is bad, and Jj is either bad 
or indeterminate, then apply the procedure described in the proof of Lemma 4.2 
so as to reduce the number of bad junctions by either 2 or 1. If we can eliminate 
all the bad junctions in this way, then the variables in X are independent; indeed, 
X is contained in the maximal independent set of k external variables that is 
formed by including the effort or flow variable on each external bond b: of B 
according to whether Ji is a O-junction or a l-junction in B,. However, if we 
cannot eliminate all the bad junctions in this way, then at some stage there must 
be a bad junction Ji such that Jj is good whenever Ji - Jj, and in this case 
the variables in X are not independent (just as in the proofs of Lemma 5.3(b) and 
Theorem 5.5). 
Theorem 5.5 also yields a proof of the following familiar observation. 
Corollary 5.6. With B’ as in Theorem 5.5, let yi be the efSort or flow variable on 
b: according as xi is the flow or efSort variable, so that for each i(i = 1, . . , k) there is 
a unique expression of the form 
y;= i ~ijXs 
j= 1 
(11) 
Then aii = 0 and aij = f Ccji. In fact, gij = - Mji if bi and bi are both power- 
directed into, or both power-directed out of, their internal vertices, and Xij = “ji if 
one of bi and bi is power-directed into, and the other is power-directed out of, its 
internal vertex. 
Proof. Let B, be the standard bond graph whose existence was proved in Theorem 
5.5, with bi and Ji defined as in that theorem. Since the only acausal equivalence 
operation we have mentioned that can change the power direction of an external bond 
is AEO, which is not used explicitly in the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we 
may suppose without loss of generality that, for each i, bi is power-directed into or out 
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Of Ji in B, according as bi is power-directed into or out of its internal vertex in B’. Now, 
Eq. (11) is identical to (10) for B,. Thus, 
Glij = 
! 
~ijaij if, in B,, jj - Ji and bi is power-directed in to Ji, 
-aijaij if, in B,, Jj - Ji and bi is power-directed out of Ji, 
0 otherwise. 
Since Ji + Ji, Uij = - Oji and aij = aji, the result follows. 0 
6. Vector spaces 
In this final section we describe more formally the various vector spaces associated 
with a bond graph. 
Let B be a bond graph with bonds bl, . . . , b,, where bl, . . . , bk are external and 
b k+lr ... , b, are internal. A chain on B is an assignment of efforts and flows to the 
bonds of B; it need not be a valid assignment: i.e. it need not satisfy Eqs. (l)-(4). The 
chains on B form a 2m-dimensional real vector space which we denote by V or V(B) 
and call the chain space of B. For i = 1, . , WI, let ei denote the chain defined by 
e(bi) = 1, e(bj) = 0 (.i # i), f(bj) = 0 for all j 
and let J denote the chain defined by 
f (bi) = 1, f(bj) = 0 (j + i), e(bj) = 0 for all j 
Then 
Cc ... ,Gz,_fl, ... ,fml (12) 
is the standard basis of V(B), and a typical chain e(bi) = ei, f(bi) =h(i = 1, . . . , m) can 
be written in either of the two forms 
(eh . . ,e,, fi, . ,.A) = f (eiei +X&l. 
i=l 
The external space V,, = I/,,(B) and internal space Vi” = T/,,(B) are defined by 
V,, = (el, ._. tekrfi, . . . tfk) and vin = (ek+h ... ~emtfk+b . . . ,A>, 
where (X) denotes the subspace spanned by the vectors in X. (Birkett and Roe [2] 
define spaces similar to these, but working over the field GF(2) instead of [w.) 
With each internal vertex u of B we associate a defining set D(u) of vectors as follows. 
(Compare Eqs. (l)-(4), and recall the definition of a(b, v) from (0)) If J is a O-junction 
then 
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if J is a l-junction then 
if G’ is a transformer of modulus I labelled as in Fig. 2(a), then 
D(U) I= (ei - ?X?j, fj - Pf;}; 
and if u if a gyrator of modulus t labelled as in Fig. 2(c) then 
D(U) := {ei - tfi, ej - tJ]. 
Let D := UU D(u), where the union is taken over all internal vertices of B. The dqfining 
space of B is defined to be I/der = V&B) := (0). Clearly, a chain c represents a valid 
assignment (i.e. satisfying Eqs. (l)-(4) at all internal vertices) if and only if c - d = 0 for 
all din I/def, where - denotes dot product with respect to the basis (12); that is, c is valid 
if and only if c belongs to the orthogonal complement V& of l/def. So I’,‘,, is the space 
of all valid assignments on B; we call this the solution space VSOi or V,,,(B) of B. 
Let P,,: V + V,, be the projection onto V,, parallel to Vi”; i.e., 
Pex(el, . . . ,ern,fi, . . ?fm) = (el, . . .ek, 0, . . . ,o, fi, . . . ,.h, 0, . . ,o). 
Then Pex( Vso,) = Pex( Vt) is the space of feasible assignments of efforts and flows to 
the external bonds, which we call the solution space on external bonds and denote by 
U or U(B). 
An alternative way of generating U is to look at the equations that relate the 
external variables after all internal variables have been eliminated. These equations 
are represented by the vectors in I/de‘ n V,,. It is intuitively obvious that U consists of 
all vectors in V,, that are orthogonal to all vectors in I/defn V,,. We now prove this, 
using the well-known relation (A nB)’ = A’ + B’ and the obvious fact that 
ViX = Vi”. 
Lemma 6.1. Vexn(Vdefn I/_)’ = Pe,(VsoI). 
Proof. Clearly both sides are subspaces of V,,. Now, (Vdefn Vex)’ = if&., + 
V,‘, = Vsol + l/i,. Thus, if u E V,,, then 
v E Vexn(Vdefn Vex)’ o 3 v’ in Vi, such that v + V’ E Vsol : 
This proves the result. 0 
We conclude with a summary of this result and Theorem 5.2; (c) follows from (a), (b) 
and the fact that dim A + dim A’ = 2m for every subspace A of V(B). 
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Theorem 6.2. Let B be a bond graph with k external bonds and m - k internal bonds. 
(a) The solution spuce on external bonds is U(B) = P,X(VS,I) = V._Xn(Vd/defn VeX)l. 
(b) dim(U(B)) = k. 
(c) dim(l/,,,) > k and dim( Vdef) < 2m - k. 
In [12] we shall introduce the concept of a singular bond graph, and we shall see 
that a bond graph B is nonsingular if and only if dim(I/,,,) = k or, equivalently, 
dim(I/,,r) = 2m - k. 
7. Conclusions 
We have shown in Theorem 5.4 that if two bond graphs are acausally equivalent 
then one can be obtained from the other by an application of BEO-BE14 and their 
inverses. One unsolved problem is to show whether these operations form a minimal 
set in the sense that none can be obtained as a sequence of applications of the others. 
We have also shown that for every bond graph, there is at least one set of input 
variables that is independent and uniquely determines the corresponding set of output 
variables. We shall need this property in [12] to demonstrate various properties of 
causal bond graphs. 
In Theorems 4.1 and 5.5 we provide, and in the appendix we illustrate, an algorithm 
for testing whether or not a given set of input variables is independent. Since it is 
important to be able to do this in practice, two remaining problems are to determine 
whether or not this algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time and to make 
the algorithm more efficient. Certainly, we believe the algorithm can be made more 
efficient. And we conjecture that it is polynomial and suspect that it is not even very 
hard to show that it is polynomial. The question of whether it is polynomial is partly 
obviated in [12] where we show that, at least for nonsingular bond graphs, a set of 
input variables can be tested for independence in polynomial time by looking for 
a nonsingular, causal assignment. One further question arises. The external vertices of 
a bond graph do not in general give just one set of independent input variables, but 
several sets, some of which will be preferred over others. Is there a polynomial 
algorithm that will find an “optimal” set of independent input variables? 
Appendix 
Here we provide examples to illustrate the results of Sections 4 and 5, in particular 
Theorems 4.1 and 5.5. We shall suppose that we start with the bond graph of Fig. 17(a) 
and that we wish to have e,, f2, f3, e4 and es as input variables. (This choice might be 
imposed by the types of the external variables. For a discussion of this see [lo] or 
C191.) 
First we use the procedure implicit in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to construct 
a standard bond graph that is acausally equivalent to the bond graph of Fig. 17(a). We 
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Fig. 17. An example to illustrate Theorem 4.1. 
start by applying operation BE3 to combine the two gyrators and obtain the bond 
graph of Fig. 17(b) which satisfies (SO) (every external vertex has degree 1) and (Sl) (it 
is normal). Then we use steps (Cl)-(C6) as follows. 
(Cl) Apply BEll-’ to insert a O-junction so that in the bond graph of Fig. 17(c) no 
junction is incident with more than one external ink. 
(C2) Since, in Fig. 17(c), no link joins a junction to itself, (S2) already holds and 
there is nothing to do in this step. 
(C3) Apply BE6c to contract the contractable bond so that the bond graph of 
Fig. 17(d) is contraction-minimal, and so satisfies (S3). 
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Fig. 18. An example to illustrate Theorem 5.5 
(C4) Apply BE2- ‘, AE9c and BE2 to combine the pair of parallel links so that the 
bond graph of Fig. 17(e) has no parallel links, and so satisfies (S4). 
(C5) Apply AE5b to obtain the bond graph of Fig. 17(f), which satisfies (S5) (every 
external link is primitive and incident with a junction). 
(C6) Apply AESb-‘, AE13(1,2) and AE5b to obtain the standard bond graph of 
Fig. 17(g). 
The standard input variables of the standard bond graph of Fig. 17(g) are J;, fi 
(since bl, b2 are incident with l-junctions), e3, e4 and e5 (since b3, b, and b5 are 
incident with O-junctions). However, these are not the input variables we want. So we 
shall use the procedure following Theorem 5.5 to try to construct a standard bond 
graph with the required input variables. 
Since, in the bond graph of Fig. 17(g), we want to change exactly two standard 
input variables, ,ft and e3, we label the junctions on bl and b3 as bad and all other 
junctions as good. The two bad junctions are joined by a link; so we apply the 
procedure of the proof of Lemma 4.1 as follows. First we apply AEl 1 - ’ and AEl 1, ’ 
to introduce new junctions, giving the bond graph of Fig. 18(a). Then we follow step 
C6 of the proof of Theorem 4.1 and apply AESb- ‘, AE13(2,2) and AE5b to obtain the 
new standard bond graph of Fig. 18(b). 
This standard bond graph of Fig. 18(b) has the required standard input variables, 
el, f2, f3, e4 and e5, and, using Eqs. (9), we can write down the following expressions 
for its standard output variables: 
.fi =.f3, e2 = Y - le4 + es, e3=e, +r-‘e,-ee5, 
.fi = - r-y2 + r-lf3, f5 =f; +f3 . 
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